
Communication Ethics Now explores many of the fascinating and challenging ethical issues of today – from
the British mainstream press’s coverage of torture to PR’s complex ideologies. The 25 chapters are drawn
from contributions by top international ethicists and practitioners to the quarterly Ethical Space: The
International Journal of Communication Ethics. They include:

• An exploration of the representation of Carole Caplin in the Daily Mail and the Mail on Sunday – 
by Jane Taylor

• Media standards slump in Germany’s beastly year – by Susanne Fengler and Stephan Russ-Mohl

• The importance of caring: ethics, communication and Higher Education – by John Strain

The book is divided into five sections: ‘Journalism ethics today’, ‘Journalism ethics: historical perspectives’,
‘Communication ethics and pedagogy’, ‘Communication ethics: philosophical explorations’ and ‘Business
and communication ethics’. 

“This book convincingly demonstrates how lively and relevant today’s ethical reflections on commu-
nication can be. The chapters of the book cover such an exciting and broad range of topics.”

- Cees Hamelink, Professor Emeritus of International Communication at the University of Amsterdam 

About the Editor: Richard Keeble is Professor of Journalism at the University of Lincoln.
He was editor of The Teacher (1980–84) and a journalism teacher at City University
(1984–2003). His publications include The Newspapers Handbook (Routledge, 2005 fourth
edition), Secret State, Silent Press: New Militarism, the Gulf and the Modern Image of
Warfare (John Libbey, 1997) and Ethics for Journalists (Routledge, 2008 second edition).
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